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Now even the new hotter diesels 
can circle the planet four times

without a belt change.



The new heavy-duty diesel engines, with their exhaust gas 
recirculation systems, are reducing emissions, alright. But their 
higher underhood temperatures are wreaking havoc on belt 
drives, shortening belt life.

Gates FleetRunner Micro-V®and V-belts can take the 
heat and, on a typical application, last nearly twice as long 
as any other belt. Testing shows the FleetRunner Micro-V will go 
at least 100,000 miles. That’s four times around the planet. And in actual field 
testing, our V-belt is still going strong after 250,000 miles. 

These are the results we’re getting from actual field tests with major fleet customers
running Class 7 trucks from sea level to more than 10,000 feet; from extreme heat
to extreme cold; from stop-and-go to extended, high-speed running.

The most evolved heavy-duty belts yet.
With their green overcords, our FleetRunner belts not only 
look different, they deliver performance never before 
seen in actual field trial. Composed of a patented 
blend of elastomers, they maintain excellent tensile strength 
and adhesion to reinforcement materials even under the most 
extreme temperature and loading conditions. In fact, they substantially 
outperform the old technology on measures of load-carrying, 
flexibility and wear.

Built to survive global warming under the hood.
The new FleetRunner technology produces a belt 
with superior resistance to cracking, even with the 
higher underhoood temperatures. And it better with-
stands the modern threats of deterioration from increased exposure to ozone 
and water-based coolants.

Ask for the new FleetRunner products, and keep on trucking.
Until you try our FleetRunner belts on your problem application, there’s no telling
how many times your trucks can circle the earth between belt changes. But we’re
confident these belts will change your entire outlook on belt change intervals, 
help you prevent downtime and save a lot of green on maintenance. Don’t settle
for anything less than our new, longer-lasting V-belts and Micro-V Belts, part of 
a whole line of rugged, heavy-duty Green Stripe® products from Gates.
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Benchmarking shows superiority 
on every measure.

In addition to field testing, Gates’ own
laboratory tests show, under varying
degrees of severe temperatures, with
long periods of high-speed running 
and extended periods of idling,
FleetRunner belts substantially outper-
formed competitors on measures of 
stability, load carrying, flexibility and
wear. And they were able to do so 
over significantly longer periods of hot
and cold temperatures.

Your trucks will go at least that far with the
green FleetRunner® 

heavy-duty  
belts from Gates.




